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The black family is the primav socializing agent of
-tie black.child and, thus, the prima.0 educator. The culture of
blacks in America, in which :the child is steeped, is unique, complex
and rich-thit result of a convergence and fusion of African, American,
and "3uropean influences. in its education of the black child, the
black family must deal, from beginning to end, with questions of
racism e.nd with questions deriving from racism. Today, most questions
involving race in the raising of children still fall into the two
main categories of 'how to deal with overt and covert racist
expressions,.and the resolution of questions of racial identity.
Prime among the special problems facing the black family is the need
to raise its children bi-culturalry. The black child's bicultural
experience is one of the ramifications of racism, and it is pivotal
in his struggle for facial identity. Also central to the child's
bidultUral experience is language,. The challenge to the black faMily,
as mediator, as educator, is monumental; but its broader structure,
its extended family, and its rich heritage can transcend racism,'. and
produce bilingual, bicultural skilled Ameridans. (Author/AM
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One not.' knew from reading mush of the literature that
Black people, like other people, grow up in families. Black
peoplei like other pedple, grow' up in families.

This simple obsarvation comes a5 a surprise to people who

are accustomed to associating the experiences of Black people
with slavery, crime, delinquency and civil disorders. White
America tends to have a distorted perspective on Black life
and the fact of Blacks growing up in families is a fresh pdr-
spective from which to understand the socio-cultural aspeg,ts

of growing up Black.

The family is the matrix within which the .child's

emotional and developmental-needs,are met, where his develop-

ment, as an integrated person4t is nurtured mnd'where culture is
transmitted. The family is the setting in-which A child's basic

trust, autonomy, initiative and sense of induStry are developed.
The interaction between societal needs and individual wants
defines the family as a Mediational setting, even though its

structure is presently in transition, (as is the society in which

the Black family exists). Any attempt to study child develop-
ment as an autonomous process, independent of the family, is
doomed to failure. The growth process of the child can only

be understood within the context of the family which nurtures him.

The family provides the earliest and the most persistent influ-
ences encompassing the vowing child, for whom the ways of the
-parents and other adults in the family are the only way of life
the child knows. Subsequent experiences will modify these core
.influences but such experiences can never fully reshape or re-

'place them. These core influences represent reality for the

growing child and the subSequent construction of his social
world is based on these primary realities.

Billingsley (1974) observes that "Black,families are among the

strongest and most resilient institutions in the nation. Were

it not so, we would not have,survived as a people and the nation-
al society would be even more inhuman and inhumane than it is.-"

The resiliency and strength of the Black family lie partially
in its divergence from the patterns'of structure within

the dominant group., Typically, within the Black family there

are not only people who are related, within the sa...a household,

but also people whd feel themselves to be closely related but
who live in different households and sometimes in differ'nt

locations. This is the extended family -,these are significalt

others: This means that there are a number of adults who may

be interested in and accept responsibility for his development,
rather than just one mother and one father.

c.

.
This ,jntense feeling of being related within the extended family

is, of course, an expression of the "we-feeling" in social life

and its presence in the Black community is more than a reaction

to past and present repression. It is also an expression of
Black people's African heritage,, in which an extended family is

a central focus of community life. Hayes' and Mendell (197,3)

found that Blacks interact more with their kin, receive more



help from their kin and have a greater number and more diver-
sified types,. of relatives liVing with them than do white fami-
lies.

The relentless forces of,racism, poverty an viOlence of
mode°rn times continue to s,rain the Black family, but it re-
sponds with great strength:' The skewed presenttions of the
Black family as Weak, matriarchal, unstable, making no sub-
stantial contribution to either the Black community of the
nation (e.g., Moynihan, 1965) are inexcusably ignorant accounts
of a central institut,i.on in the Black experience.

The Black family is, of 'course, the primary socializing agent
of,the Black child and, is thus the primary educator. While
good child-rearing principles may be seen by some as the same
for all children because the basic needs of children are uni-
versal (Comer and Poussaint, 1975), the Black family faces many
special questibns in the raising of its children..

Prime among the special problems facing the Black family is the
need to raise its Children bi-culturally. The Black child Rust
be, in the nature of things~; bi-cultural. In the process of
growing, the Black child must gain knowledge of his on family,
knowledge of the Black community and knowledge of the larger
society and how to negotiate with each. The process is highly
complicated and the child's socio-psychological senses must be
well honed from childhood through' adolescence.

The culture of Blacks in America, in which the child must be
steeped, is unique,complex and rich. It is the f a
convergence and fusion of,African, American and European influ
ences, characterized by a diversit: lf styles among individuals
and families which are often overlooked or underrated -by sepre-

,

,sentatives.of the dominant cultAre...,The culture of a'people is
'the totality of their way!of life. It includes the basic con-
ditions of their existence, their behavior, their life styles,
their values, preferences and creative expressions of work and
play. Black culture-is a reality in which we have all beeri nur-
tured, although it is just begLnning to be,explored'and documented,
as such, in the literature.

Until very recently, it. has been perversely argued that American
Blacks do not have a distinctive culture. "The Negro is only en
American and nothing Ose. He has no values and culture to guard
and$protect." (Glazer and MC7nihan,''1963:51). Even Mydral'(1944)
deScribed the Black man as "an exaggerated American" whose culture
is "merely a distorted development of a pathological condition". of
American culture in general. Such, observations are not only Myo-
pic,but'they deny, the humanity of an entire people.

4
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The Black ohild; then, must learn (from his family) to deal
with two and sometimes eopposing thought structures;
each based on values, norms and beliefs of two dultUres and
supported by' attitudes, feelings and the behavior structures
of two peoplds. Effectiye social functioning and enviecn-
mental reality require that the growing Black child incor-
porate both/patterns into his ,personality to insure compe-
tence in dealing. with reality and as an imp'etus for trans-
cending reality, i.e., moving beyond racism. :Growing up
healthy in America 4s a problem fol. any child, but the
adaptatitps required for the heal-thy functioning of the
Bla/Ck child are,particularly complex.

In'its education of the Black child, the Black family must
deal, from' beginning to, end, with questions of racism and
with'qUestions deriving from racism. In .a time of transition,
the Black family has to deal with cultura,and,racial quds-
tions that are different fom those of the past and that will
be different from those of the future. I-n the pastBlack
families hAad to train their sons,,. at all costs, to control
their aggression in all contacts with whiteS for fear of
lynching or death by other means:. Things may appear to have..
changed Ansiderably in that connection, although there are
still situations in .which Black youths would be wise to main-

tain their cool, i.e., certain police situations.

Tpda)y, most questions involving race in the raising of children
still fall into two.main categories: ,How to deal with racist
expression, overt and covert; and the resolution of questions
o racial identity. Jim Comer an Al:eX ',oussaint, in their
new book, "Black Child' Care,e"'tomment on both subjects.

In the first instance, they state that there are healthy and
unheAthy ways of dealing with expressions of racism. The crux
of the matter, they say,, is the conservation, of energy. In
other words: meet the situation, do what you have to do, pre:-
serve your dignity, but don't overkill. "Overkill" is selfL.
destructive and dissipates energy better utilized in the fur-
therance of your own interests. They note that some folk make
a .career of reacting to racism and use it to,cover individual
-shortcomings. These patterns result from realities with -which -

all Blacks can empathizeo'but they are not effective, in dealing .

with racism.

They discus's racial identity struggles in a number of contexts.
"I would like to quote the following:
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"WW are particularly concerned about the difficult rapial .

identity struggles we are seeing in some Black younOters
completely isolated fkom wAtes and in those being told
it is okay,"even desirable, to 'get whitey.' At the other '
end (of. the spectrum), is the Black youngster of mixed
raeialsparentage, those with white features, and those
living in predominantly,white communities, or those with
white familie,s can have some very difficult identity prob-
lems."

"In adolescence, such youngsters often blame their parents
from removing them from their,people; for the fact that the
oply people they can have close relationships with or date -

. if,they date at all are white; for the fact that Blacks
say, 'you dre not Black.' We have even seen Black teens,

.. from caring families with good incomes, Ipecotleyimps, pros-
.

i

pros-
titutes and drug addicts in an effort to be Black or identi-
fy with the brothers and sisters. We have seen Blacks.,blame

Nl b. whites and racism as a cause for all of their problems and
-N. get hung up on hating whitey at the:expensetof their 'own

personal development. "'

Fundainentally; then, it is in relation to racism and the
resolu tion of .the child's racial identity struggle that the
raising of Black children d'iffers from the raising of'white
'children. Both questions have endless ramifications and
impose profound demands on the Black family in educating its
children, but Black families have shown much skill and
strength in dealing With. these questions.' My 1.0.ew is that
Blackcfamilies must teach their children to separate racism
and other external obstacles from internal obstacle,s. The
question, "who controls my fate?" will give rise-to appro-_
priate behavior and attitudes. ',Racism needs to be seen as .

the racist person's ptoblem. How one deals'with it to ob-
tain certain goals becomes my (the child's; the family's
problem) .

It is clear that %lack families have demonstrated the mani-
pulation of external adversaries and must continue to do so
in addition to teaching the child to identify and use' the re-
sources around, him. They must appeal to and reinforce the
child's strengths, rather than always pointing to the child't
weakneses.

-The Black child's bi-cultural experience Is one.of'the ramifi-
cations of racism,-as it is pivotal, in his :struggle for racial
identity. Central to the child's bi-cultural experience, in
turn, is language, .Because the acquisition of languageIs

' central to thechild's growth and because the acquisition of -

language is innate in human beings (virtually all children
learn tg, Speak) the complexities of language learning and
the central importance of language to ego fuRctioning are often

,overiGoktd.
6 .
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To survive in this country; the Blackrchild must learn the
language of both his community 'and' the dominant culture.
In addition, he must learn varieties of behavior that are
acceptable within his community and.varieties of beh.kvior
th.a!t are acceptable within the wider society. As the.lan-'

Auages and behaviors of the two cultures'are .sometimes.
.mutually exclusive, he must learn the proper context for
the utilization'o each.

The'bi-lingualbi-cultural learning of a Black child (or of
any child from a minority backgrothd) isa complicated and
subtle task. Some children do not become bi-lingul and are
able to commtinicate only one language because their par-
ents are monolingual (as,a Matter of fact, are most white
parents), because.their schOpls and their, experience are
segregated, or, most likely, both. Barred by circumstance
from learning the other language, some Black parentls are
unable to pass on to their children what they do -not possess
Adding insult t °o injury, some educators proceed-to'label the
Bladk childoas verbally destitute. )

Baratz and Bara,z (1970), however, find that-Black chi dren
of 'lower socio-ecanomi't background are neither linguistically
impoverished nor cognitively underdeveloped, although their

. language system is different and peseqts a handiCap in their
attempts to, negotiate in the standard English-speaking world.
Nonetheless, such Children speak a fully developed language
that is morek-than adequate as a base for abstract thinking.

It is interesting to note,,., for instance, that a recent \study

of language the'Pittsburgh slums revealed that slum qhil-,
dren there used. 3,2001 words not recognized by their teachers
or by educational tests., Theopersistence of these idioms is"
illustrative of the cultural vitality '(and culturalSeparate-
ness) of the urban poor. Such linguistic vitality should
offer a challenge to teachers: juet,asthe_Spanish-speaking
child's first lamguage.should:be:Cbnsidered a lingUistic asset
rather than a linguistic handicap..

Clearly, ,however', society demands more of the minority child
than it does. of. the middle class white child. A white child
has only one language to learn; the Black chil&and the Span-
ish-speaking child have two. (Would it 'be interesting to
suggest that every white childoin the eleMentary grades be
expected to do What every minority child is expected:to do:,
i.e., master a new language in the elementary grades and to
put down his first langualge.as -"bad English."

0

In additiont.o their language skills, Coles (1964) found that
*, Black_phildren from impoverished backgrounds both in the

Bouth-and_ in the ghettos of the North, far from being emo-
tionally blighted7.-es--he4_been:claimad, displayed resilience,
toughness, ingenuity, exubexa-ride-and vitality. Such' children
come to school prepared,tosbe active apd vigorous, perhaps
much more outgoing than the...average middle' class child.

7
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In much of the recent literature, hOwever, deviation's from'
the ethnocentric norm are viewed as.deprivatiOns.. "If your
children don't have our kind of toys .and talk our kind-o-f
language', they must be handicapped," runs the argmlent. In 0-

such instances, it is taken for granted that cultural depar-'

o

tures from the middle class modelmean cultural deficits.

-During the 19601s, in conformity with this line dt thought,
the expression, "culturally deprived" became a code faryoor
Blacks. The concept df "cultural deprivatibn" plade6 the

,emphas4.s'on the psychologsical characteristics of the low
,

level, cognitive .style and emotional attributes, AsQ one
sociologist has obierved, poverty is often discussed as, if
it were kpersonal trait rather than a social condition.
The deficit model has been influeritial atng educators to '

the detriment of Black children. Genuine understanding cah-
not

o
grow out of simplistic formulae mechanically applied to

A

complex phenomena. Unfortunately, the defidit model has en-
, couraged such formulae. Difference is equated with deficit.

A child should not have to be Ole same to be.equal

\ ;-
1bove And beyond such issues, one must alsO.,guestion the pre-
sumption and arrogance of the premise that the white middle
class way is a desirable one. At this point in history,.it
hardly needs stressing that established middle Class mores
are hot providing a healthy basis for the flourishing of
humanistic values. One can hardly pick up a book'o% article
by a'thoughtfulobserver of American politics without an
anguished reminder;of this truth.

In addition, the preocculiation with psychological'"depriva-
tion" has dulled cohce'rn for those Life deficits which do
plagUe the lives of the poor, deficits in health and nutri-
tion, housing, schools and jab Oliportuni-tils, deficits which
urgently require correction; In the context of education,
heafth and'nutrktion are of partiular importanp'e because. so
much frhattas been attributed to psychological deprivation
has really been Cue to physiological factors.

0

As'Birch and Gussow (1970) point out in their assessment of
the effect of .poverty on the intellectual potential-'-of

. dren, there has been a serious undexestimation of the impact'
of poor health and nuttitionon 'school failure. "The same
homes," they say, "which lack toys and games are the homes
in which hunger and diseAS1 abound." The focus on "cognitive
understimulation" in such home; too often beclouds the cen-
tr'al and urgent need for adequate foo'd and medical care.

0

c.

8-
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The fact is that proponents ot .tha'deficit model theciry are
playing a gameof '"blame tbe victim." Ryan (1.971) says,;

"blaming the vi-otim is ad.intelledtUel process whereby a '
social problem is analyzed' in stich,a way,,that the causa't'ion
is foundPto be in the qualities an'd characte'ri'stics of the,
,Victim rather than in any deficiencies or structural defects
in the environment.

6$'

The Black family, as IItave been at pains to stress, has a
"history,'a dulUre and great strength. It goeS without haying,,
hoWever, that the Black family in America faces special ptrob- :
lens in the_education'df its chiadienand it would be a mis- .

p

.

-
,.

problemstake to assume that .these roblems are 'met in the same way.,bY A' -,..

all Black faMiliv.' The diiemMas ot.socia.1-iiatiAn in a racist
.society are cruel. .

. . .
.

.
. . . .11.

.

Even in, the- cBlack middle class, Bladk.parents cax never .give .

their-children cOmplete pnotectiOn, from racism, axptoblem,.
which has no counterpart ip the lives of white' parehts and
their children: Black childreno atsthe same time must re
'late te) .f.e second -class citizenship of their elder's, )see' '.

their elders demeaned in the,eyes of the.lerger. society, bust --

believe intheir elders and inNthetselves,for the sake'of..-'
their own healthy development.' Lower.clase Black ohildraen
receive Less of the protection o'f the law, and are the least
.likelx children in the United States to benefit\--from the
general concern with child.Protectioh. ' .

'

,
.

, .

The, standard .concept.qf the protected and%.s.arefree child, com-
mon in. the'white.community,Thas.never been 'applicable'to'tNe
majority of Black dhildren,and the.consequenttS of the pOwer-
lessness.,of,Blackparents-meaps that they must devise their
own patterns of childeociaMzatiod,-patterns primarily pre:

- .
clicated upon the-prAnciple that children in the',4Black community .

must be-taught to survive in a.hcstile.s9ciety. .1. (j-
/

,,,. '

,
. - ..,

Whira one of Erikson's major _contributions to psichOanaLytic ...

developmental psychdlogT.faa.s.his emrShasis upon the criVric.al ih-
I L

portance of late adolescence.y.The Black child .is frequently
fdrced\tot grow up before he is legally adult: The youth whose
father iv a laborer and who leaves school at sixteen to take a

'
semi - skilled job aired marries at

* eighten, his a very brief ado-
lescerice icontrast..to a graduate- 'student. who is still unde-
cided about his career .at.twenty-three, has another three
four 'years of study ahead of him and' may l'till be considered
an addltspent, since he' is still unable to assume adult respon7
sibilities at the level fOr which he 'is pleparing... The tlack,
adolescent' girl faces the dilemma df being passive, sdft%and
clinging, as the feminine rol white America wouldlbestow upon
her, and being able, assertive, working alongside her man as-

. ,.

survival dictate's. t.

. .

. -
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Yes, the challenge to the Black faMily, asmediat
j
or, as

educator, Is conumental,.but it Tstcfear that our brdader '

structure,,, our extended family, our rich heritage can have
.produced strong and resilient Children who can transcend
racism, be bi-ling,ual, bi-cultural and ski led American-
citizens. '

e

G

PerhadYs, thd young Black adult 41as a more Olfficulestrug7
gle in reaChint adulthood - his path is strewn'with diffi
cultis, which, always 'include rcism and frequentlen ,poverty
but'in most ase,s, he has had the immeasurablebenefits of a
strong 'kinship hetwok: a beautiful' heritage, a rich and A

culture embodied in, and transmitted by, the loving'
Black family, SbeBiack family as 6.311,ater, the Black family
as'thp,spCializing agent.of,thd Brack child.
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